CHESTERFIELD FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION

Code of Conduct
Chesterfield Football Association (“CFA”) is committed to developing young athletes physically,
emotionally and socially through their participation in CFA’s football and cheerleading programs. The skills
developed in these programs will serve the participants not just in their future sports endeavors, but also in every
aspect of their lives. Children learn by example, thus we are dedicated to providing the best models of
sportsmanship, fairness, respect, self-control, teamwork and trust within a safe environment that builds confidence
and self-esteem.
In recognizing these goals, we understand that the following behaviors are detrimental to the physical,
emotional and social well-being of our athletes, and therefore cannot be tolerated:
•

Engaging in any behavior that disrupts games, practices, or any other CFA activity;

•

Acting in an unsportsmanlike manner toward athletes, coaches, parents, or officials whether part
of CFA or another association;

•

Using or being under the influence drugs, alcohol, or tobacco while coaching, participating in, or
officiating a CFA event;

•

Using profanity or other offensive or inappropriate language;

•

Engaging in behavior that in any way jeopardizes the health, safety or physical well-being of any
person;

•

Making any verbal or physical threats to any other person;

•

Fighting of any kind, which includes but is not limited to physical contact which may result in
injury;

•

Acting in a manner that any reasonable person would realize is detrimental to CFA or its
participants.

CHESTERFIELD FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION
HEAD COACH CODE OF CONDUCT AGREEMENT

I, _______________________________, have read the above Code of Conduct and understand what I have read.
As a member of the coaching staff of the Chesterfield Football Association, I agree that I will not engage in,
encourage or permit any behavior that violates the Code. I understand that I have an obligation to immediately
report behavior on the part of coaches, athletes or parents that I believe violates the Code to a member of the
Executive Board. I further understand that if I violate the Code or encourage or permit behavior that violates the
Code, I am subject to suspension or immediate termination of my coaching responsibilities, and my child and/or I
may be barred from participating in future CFA events.

Signed __________________________________________

Date _______________

